Coastal Characters

Joe telling a
traditional tale
while leaning on
his latest canoe.

JOE MARTIN
MASTER
CANOE CARVER
By Marianne Scott

A

“

rt,” says master canoe
carver Joe Martin, “has been one of the most important aspects of human life. Art acts as a first-aid to memory.”
And the art he practices is based not only on the skills he
learned from his father, but on the oral traditions and memories of his family and his Tla-o-qui-aht First Nation ancestry.
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The Tla-o-qui-aht, whose
mispronounced name was
transformed into “Clayoquot,” is part of Vancouver
Island’s west coast Nuuchah-nulth group of First
Nations.
Joe, 63, is compact, with
jet-black hair and inquisitive
brown eyes. His hands, with
their scars and callouses,
bear witness to a life of fishing, logging and carving.
Of the 70 or so traditional
canoes he has sculpted (he’s
unsure of the exact number),
the largest measured 36 feet,
with a beam of 54 inches. “I
carved it from a red-cedar
windfall I found in January of 2000 in the Grice Bay
area,” says Joe. “It had a diameter of seven to eight feet.
I’d guess it was 500 years old,

maybe more.”
His canoes have travelled
far and can be found from
Tofino to Germany to Hawaii. “Canoes have always
been part of our culture.
They were our transportation system,” he says. He
supplied one for the Makahs
in Neah Bay for their whale
hunt. Some of his canoes
have participated in the Tribal Journeys paddles, which
began in 1989 and have since
become an annual tradition
in British Columbia, Washington and Oregon.
I visited Joe in his carving
shed in Tofino, the town where
he has lived his whole life.

“Tofino is home,” he says. “I’m
rooted here.” A few steps from
the studio, a stone platform
offers views of Felice and
Wickaninnish islands. Looking across busy Dufferin Passage, Joe recalls how his dad,
hereditary chief Robert Martin
Sr., would drag him out of bed
at 03:00 in the morning. “He’d
open the window and listen
to the waves hit the beach,”
Joe says. “That’s how he knew
the weather and he taught
that knowledge to us. He was
a hunter, trapper, fisherman
and canoe carver. He’d tell me,
‘come-on, we’re going fishing,
or hunting.’ I wasn’t too happy
about these voyages. In the
summer, I wanted to be on
the beach with my buddies.
In winter, I preferred staying
in our warm house. We’d sit
in the freezing weather on the
boat waiting for a seal. He’d
shoot it and I’d finally get to
go home.”
Nevertheless, Joe learned
how to be independent from
these early experiences.
When he reached age 15,
he was allowed to take the
boat and explore on his own.
“That was the way my four
brothers and four sisters
and I all grew up. Our father
knew the land, the sea and
the forests.”
Joe also credits his father
for teaching him the right
way to live. He grew up with
Nuu-chah-nulth but attended Catholic school, where he
learned English and Latin.
“My dad and his mentor,
Harry Charlie, would teach
us about our traditional roles
and responsibilities. Harry
knew our ancient stories.
And they also taught us
about respect. It’s the first
law: Respect for others, our
customs, our behaviours and
ourselves.”
Joe remembers carving
for the first time when he
was eight, using his dad’s
carving axe. He explains his
father never used measuring tools. “It was all done

by finger lengths and hand
spans,” he says.
Joe didn’t always
carve canoes as a livelihood.
He food-fished for salmon
and “whatever bit the line.”
For more than a decade, he
worked for MacMillanBloedel and BC Forest
Products, using the heavy

equipment involved in
falling trees. But he grew
unhappy with logging
practices. “There were bad
things happening in some
locations,” he says. “A lot of
waste and degradation of
the salmon habitat. When
I was required to yard 300foot trees near the Cypress
River valley, I refused. Those

huge trunks were dragged
through streams. It was a
crime against nature. So
they fired me and I became a
strong environmentalist.”
He became active in the
1993 Clayoquot protests that
riveted international attention on B.C.’s old growth forests. The Indigenous population and other protestors
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declared the area a “Tribal
Park.” Joe’s experiences with
this environmental watershed led to invitations to address the United Nations and
the European Parliament.
“I spoke about rain forests,
human rights and the 60 to
92 percent unemployment
among Indigenous people,”
he said. “And on the residue
of residential schools.”
Today, however, he focuses
on carving canoes. Some are
sold; others are donated. He
gave canoes to his daughter
Tsimka Martin, who now
operates the T’ashii Paddle
School that teaches tourists
to paddle to nearby Meares
Island, with a guide steering and telling the ancient
tales of the Nuu-chah-nulth.
When I met him, Joe was
preparing to carve canoes for
Indigenous groups in Ucluelet and Powell River. His
artistry has been recognized:
in 2013, he was awarded the
BC Creative Achievement
Award for First Nations Art.
Sometimes he takes apprentices so canoe carving
skills aren’t lost. And soon,
he’ll demonstrate his talents
at San Francisco’s Exploratorium, a museum of science,
art and human perception.
“I’ll start a 16-foot canoe
here in my shop,” Joe says.
“I’ll truck it down and on
site, I’ll further carve and
finish it, showing busloads
of students and the general
public how it’s done.”
To carve a canoe, he
finds a tree and determines
how many canoes lie waiting in the trunk. To roughly
shape the hull’s exterior,
he uses a chainsaw. For the
interior, he starts at the bow,
then moves to the stern,
always working toward the
middle. After cutting grooves
with a chainsaw to hollow
out the shape, he axes out
smaller chunks of wood. He
then handles an adze to chip
away at the spiky contours,
scooping, slicing, smoothing.

The three adzes he shows
me all have stylized animal
heads on the handle. It takes
about six weeks before the
canoe is ready to be steamed,
a technique used to widen
the structure. He carves the
high bow separately—it
represents the traditional
wolf—as wells as the stern
piece and scarfs both into the
canoe’s body. Finally, black
and white paints completes
the exterior.
I run my fingers along
the bottom of the 23-foot
upside-down canoe he’s
completing in his studio. It
feels smooth and smells of
earthy, clean cedar. “I still
need to sand it more,” says
Joe. He picks up a handful of
wood shavings and scours
them along the cedar’s grain.
“Here, feel this,” he instructs
me. “Rub your fingers where
I’ve just sanded.” Amazingly,
I learn that wood shavings

on solid wood can indeed
smooth the grain. “Do you
always finish a canoe this
way?” I ask. “Nah,” he smiles.
“A good electric sander is a
lot faster.”
Joe worries at the loss
of tribal lore. “In the past,
we held a wolf ceremony
on December 21 to initiate boys and girls into the
wolf clan,” he says. “But the
Catholic priests forbade the
ritual and it was lost in the
mists of time. To reawaken
that ceremony, last December I invited my kin and
others to come to the beach.
Only one daughter showed
up. It rained. Then the stars
came out. We took cedar
shavings, got a fire going
and sang traditional wolf
songs. Thus the two of us
initiated ourselves. But I’m
not giving up on reviving
that ancient rite. I’ll try
again this year.”
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Joe Martin with a
nearly finished canoe
and yew wood paddle.
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